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A SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS MODEL WITH ENDOGENOUS 

SWITCHING: 1'HE DEMAND FOR AUSTRALIAN WOOL 

CJ.O'DONNELL 

Department of Econometrics. Univ~rsity of New England, N's.W •• 2351 

Until recently the Australian Wool Corporation (A WC) stabilised the price of wool by 

making sales and purchases of wool under the Minimum Reserve Price (MRP) and 

Flexible Reserve Price (FRP) schemes. The econometric model presented in this paper 

describes the simultaneous detennination of wool prices and Awe net sales. The model 

can best be described as a simultaneous equations model with endogenous switching. 

The parameters of the model are estimated by the method of maximum likelihood. The 

estimated parameters seem plausible. In particular. the estimated own-price elasticity of 

demand for wool is close to one. 

Paper presented to the 36th Annual Conference of the Australian Agricultural Economics SOCiety, 

Australian National University. Canberra. February 1 ().. 12. 1992 Not to be quoted without pennission. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Australian Wool Corporation (AWC) administeredtheMinimurn Reserve Price (MRP) and FlexJ.Ole 

ReservePrice(FRP) schemes for wool from 1974 until 1991. Both schemes were suspended in February 

1991 and were fmally abandoned at the commentementof the 1991·92 wool marketing season. In the 

aftermath of the MRP and FRP schemes the industry found itself with accumulated stocks of wool 

amounting to approximately800kt. and financial liabilities in excess of $2.5 billion. The Aus~ian 

Wool Realisation Commission (A WRC) is the statutory authority now charged with disposing of the 

wool stockpile and managing the industry's fmancialliabilities. 

The Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics (ABARE) baS conducted an extensive 

program of research into alternative strategies for disposing of the stockpile. One set of models which 

has been used by ABARBlO assess alternative policy options is documented by Beare et al (1991). Not 

surprisingly, Beare et al fmdthat the efflCiencyand equity of the optimal disposal strategy is sensitive to 

the values of the own-price elasticities of demand and supply. Indeed. Beare et al frod that relatively small 

changes in the assumed values of demand and supply elasticities may ~ for example. lead to a 30% 

reduction in the optimal time required to liquidate the stockpile. 

The own-price elasticity of demand has been an important ingredient into the analysis of many other 

important wool industry issues. Examples include the assessment offannandprocessing researcb(see 

Mullen et al (1989» and evaluating the returns from wool promotion expenditures (see .BAE (1987». 

Unfortunatr.ly,the estimation of the own-price elasticity of demand for wool is by no means 

straigbtforward. It seems that the range of models whicb have been used to estimate this parameter is 

matcbed only by the range of estimates produced. Dewbre el 01 (1984), for example, report that the 

elasticity of demand for Australian wool lies in the range ..(}.6 to ~.8. In con~ Beare and Meshlos 

(1990) present evidence to suggest that the elasticity of demand ranges from -1.0 to -2.0. In this paper, a 

nonstandard model of wool demand is used to obtain an eWticity estimate of approximately -1.0. 

Thispapenecognises three features of price detennination in the wool industIy which are of econometric 

interest. First. the time series of observations on prices and quantities can be broken into two parts - a 

period during which the Awe stabilised tbeprice of wool and an earlier period during which it did not. 

Second. when the Awe was involved in stabilising wool prices. AWe net sales and the price of wool 

were detennined simultaneously. Finally. AWC wool purchases ensured that the price of wool did not 

fall below a floor price, which meaus that an endogenous variable (price) was limited in its nmge. This 

paper represents these features of wool price deteImination in the Conn of a simultaneous equations model 

with endogenous switching. The focus of the model is not on the censoring of price but on the change 

(or switch) in the AWC net sales strategy whenever the price of wool fell to its floor. 
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The plan of the paper lias follows. Section 2desaibes the main features of the MRP and 'FRPschemes 

andinlegralesthese features into a theoretical model of w()Ol price determination. ThessOOciated 

econometricmo<iel is presented' in section 3. The data set is desqibedin Section 4.and .. the estimatiooof 

the modeldistussed in Section S. The estimation results arepreserttedin .8ection6andthe paper is 

concluded in Section 7. 

2. THE THEORE7;'ICALMODEL 

A description of the MRP andFRP schemes and their operation is provided by several ,authors including 

Hinchy and Simmons (1983) and ABARE (1990). For modellingpwposes it is theMRP and FRP 

buying and selling strategies which are of particular interest. 

The MRP scheme was a type of butIer stock scheme under which the administering authority (the AWe) 

bought and sold wool in the market place in an. attempt to provide .a guaranteed minimum .price. or .floor 

price,Jor each type of wool. The scheme differed from the traditional buffer stock scheme insofar as there 

was no conscious effort to keep market prices within a predetem1inedband. Rather, the Awe was 

concerned primarily with keeping the price of each type of wool above its guaranteed minimum. For t.~e 

most part. the guaranteed minimum prices for each type of wool were nondecreasing.remainedfixed .for 

an entire wool marketing season. and were announc. ... .d just prior lothe season .in which they were intended 

to prevail. 

The FRP scheme was a somewhat more discretionary scheme which allowed wool to be purchased at 

specific auction centres if bids were low relative to the rest of the market, or if the entire market was 

affected by some short-term disturbance (Hinchy and Simmons. 1983, p4S). Flexible reserve prices 

appear to have been set as often as the AWe deemed necessary but, unfortunately t were not published. 

Wool which had been accumulated under the MRP and FRP schemes was sold on the open market using 

a set of rules which, again, were not publicly known. Sometimes wool from the Awe stockpile was re-

offered at brokers auctions or at auctions organised by the Awe itself. Alternatively, accumulated stocks 

of wool were sold by private treaty. The private treaty pricing policy of the Awe was not publicly 

known but it is believed that if wool was held in Australian stockpiles then it was held on offer at a 

premium to the recent auction price. If wool was held in foreign stockpiles then the offer price was also 

adjusted for transport costs. Some confmnation of this pricing policy was provided by Asimus (1979. p 

4): 

"the disposal policy we have followed in recent weeks is much on the lines of the policy we 

have followed .throughoutthis year. selling at prices equivalent to auction prices while the .. 



market is rising 'l>tlt seekingasUgbtpremiumwhentbemarketis SUible.Theobjective 

general1yhasbeen.tosteady the rateuf rise in prices and to maintain stable situations, n 
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Representing these buying and .selling practices in .the form .ofan economic model is .re8S0nably 

straightforward. For a start. the geneml fonn of tbereJationshipbetween the price of wool and total wool 

supply is given 1)y: 

(1) p=h(~ q+s)~ 

w~re h is a function,. p denotes.tbe price of wool. qdenotes woo1:production. s denotes A WCnetsales, 
x=(xl .... xn)* is an (nxl) vector of exogenous variables and·~ is a random variable~ntingdemand 

side sources of price .instability. The random variable ~ is introduced multipUcativelyfor .analytical 

convenience. The variables p and s are endogenous. Itis assumed that the level of wool production qis 

exogenous on the grounds that producers must have made their input decisions before output prices and 

AWe net sales were known. 

It is assumed that the function h can be inverted with respect to q+s so that: 

-I 1:"'1 (2) q+s= h (x, P':l ) 

where the notation h -1 denotes the inverse function with respect to q+s. Under this assumption, the level 

of Awe net sales which would have ensured a floor price off is obviously given by: 

Indeed. it is supposed that the Awe entered the market and made net sales of wool according to the rule: 

-I :1:-1 
s = It (x.f~ ) - q 

= 8(z, p./. q. v) 

ifpSj' 

otherwise 

In equations (4) and (4,) g is a function, z=(zl ••• zm)' is an (md) vector of exogenous variables, f 

represents an average of the MRP floor prices for different types of wool, and 1} is a random variable 

which, amongst other things. accounts for random variations in the amount of stockpiled wool the Awe 

offered for sale. 

Equation (4) specifies .the amount of wool the AWe was forced to purchase under the MRP scheme in 

order to stop the average price of woolp fromfalling below the average floorpricej. It shOUld be noted 
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thatp equalled! only:when.:th~prices of alldifferent types of wool were equal to their respec,tiveftoor 

prices. 

:eq~(jn (41 accounts for three types of behaviour by the Awe.Fust, itacCOUllts for Awe purchases 

of wool under theFRP scheme. To be more precise, the vector of exogenous variables z and the random 

variable vaccoWlt for .the.sbort .. tenn disturbances which resulted inFRP purchases taking place • 

. 
Second. equation (4'laccounts for AWCpurcbases of wool under the MRP scheme when .the prices of 

some .types of wool were stilligreater thantileirfloor. In this .casethe a\rerage price of wool was greater 

than the average floor price (p>j). As the prices of more ItypeS of wool fell to their floor prices, p 

approached land AWe purchases under the MR.P scheme increased. Clearly the function g is an 

increasing ;function of the difference between p and/. • 

Finally, equation (4') accounts for sales of wool from AWC Stockpiles. The basis uponwbich wool 

buyers decided to purchase at auction or from the A WCstockpile is somewhat uncertain,andthe random 

variable v can account for this uncertainty. The vector of exogenous variables z is also a detenninantof 

the amount of wool placed on offer. 

3. THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL 

In order to estimate the parameters of the model it is necessary to be more explicit about the fonn of the 

functions h and g. There.are a number of possibilities here~<but for analyticitJ c;ouvenience it is assumed 

that: 

(5) hex. q+s) = Po;:l ... ~" (q+s)tfe 

where Po- ... , fin' ao, ... , am' 6 and e are parameters to be e'!titnated, e being the own-p,ice elasticity of 

demand. 

Equation (5) is the double-log specificationpopu1arised by many applied econometricians. Equation (6) 

is essentially a double· log specification which combines with equation (5) in a manner which is 

analytically convenient. Following the discussion in Section 2. it is worth noting that in equation (6) 

the wool price p and the floor price / appear in the ronn of the ratio pI/. with exponent 8. It is also 

worth noting that eqUiltion (6) can be Mitten in the form: 



( f, :\ ( al a". 6 -6 1) (6,g z,p, ,qtV/~qaozl .·.:fm p f U .. 

which implies that AWe net sales are .simplya stochastic proportion of wool production q. 

Under theseasswnptions .the economenic model can.be written: 

(8) 

(81 

where 

aOO 

In(q+s) ~ COo + co11nrl + ... + mnllUn + eln/+ lne 

= a~ + al1nzl + , .• + amlnzm + 6lnp - anI + Jnq + Inu 

• Po = InfJo 

a~ = Inao 
• "'0 = ePo 

O>j=epj j=l, ..•• n 

Ioe= -eJne 

iflnpSbif 

otherwise 

s 

The data used to estimate the model have important implications for the fcnn oCthe llkeliboodfunction 

and are described below. ' 

4. DATA 

In this paper it is assumed that .the vector x contains·three variables and the vector z contains one variable 

(ie n=3 , m=1). The variables are as follows: 

I.. d xli = e IS a tilDe tren , 

Xu = United Stales GNP in constant 1982 dollars, 

x31 = the Australia/US excbange rate, 

zll ~ the sum of Awe openiogstocksand broL."erS unsold stocks. 

where t has been introduced to indicate time. 

The xi' variables are more or less standard inclusions in demand functions for wool (see for example, 

Fisher (1983». The time trend is included to capture the effects of developments in both ~ synthetic and 

natural .fibre markets. United States GNP is included as an indicator of levels of economic activity in . . 
countries which consume large quantities of wool. FISher (1983) used an index of indl,lStrial output in 



OECDC()untri~ toacC()unt for tm$ iilfluence,butthisparticularinde~is unav~able ,lor BOnte time 

periods. The Australia/USexchange rateisinc1udedin'lts ownrigblbecausctilegenera1equilibriUlll 

cOJlSequences of exchange .rate cbarlges may mean 'that price and exchange rate movements .havequite 

differentefiects on wool demand.(Chambers andJoot, 1979. p2S3). 

A WCopen.ingstocks plus brokers Ullsotdstoc,ks is.one ofseveralvariab1es which have' been:m<:h1ded in 

other studies of AWCpurehases or sales. For example •. Carl;md (1981)altetilptedto model AWCgross 

sales using Awe opening stocks. the rate of economic activity in Japan, synthetic fibrepri~,world 

consum~r prices, world interest rates and the wool stocks-to-consumptionratios of mills in major wool 

consuming countries. However,Carland found that coefficients onaR variabJesothertban AWCstocks 

were UlCooectly signed andnol significantly different from zero. Forthfu.reason. and in order to COI1Sl!rVe 
a ~mall number of degrees of . freedom , thenumbet of Zit variables in the :"mction g is .restricted to one. 

nle data set consists of 39 observations covering the period 194.9-50 to 1987·88 Lxlusive. The AWe 

used the MRPand FRP schemes to stabilise the price of wool intbeJast IS time ~()~s. Importantly, 

the avelJlge price of wool never coincided with the average ,floor price.wbichimplies that uno • time were 

thepric~ of all different types of wool equal to their respectivefioor prices. The f>'Jnsequences Cor 

estimation of the model will become apparent below. 

Finally. the data set WilS consttucted as follows: 

- The Minimum Reserve Price Indicator was used as a measure of tile MRP averagefioorprice. Indicator 

prices were provided on a greasy basis by ABARE for all butane time periOO. For duit time period the ' ~ 

Minimum Reserve Price Indicator was converted from clean to greasy equivalent by dividing by .the 

Clean Market Indicator and then multiplying by the annual average price of greasy wool. These 

indicators and prices were provided by ABARE. 

.11le financial year average real price of greasy wool was used as a mea1ure of the price of wool. and the 

total financial year production of wool was used as a measure of wool outpuL These data. t()gellier with 

the Australia/US eXChange rate and the opening value of (AWC and brokers unsold) stocks, were also 

supplied by ABARE. 

-Dataon AWe FRP and MRP purchases and sales were provjded by the AWe in farm bale equivalents. 

These data were converted to 'OOO.kg g.reasyin line with the. compoSition of AWe.closing stocks. 

- United States Gross Natior.aJ.Product in constant 1982 dollars was obtained from Survey of Current 

Business (variousissue.~). 
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5.EST~MA. TlON 

The mOOe( can best be described asa simultaneous.equatiOIlS model with ~ndogneousSViitcbing .. the 

11.alue .orone e.""tdogenous variable actsas.aswitch. wbichsovernsthe .reginleunder which.the valucoftbe 

second endogeoo~ .,~~;;'1S determined. .,Models of this .type bear a great cJeal of.simiJaritylO censored 

regression or loblt models which are .discussedallengtbby Amemiya (1914). In thestandatd :tobit 

nomenclature .themodel. is written: 

(9) Ylt = 1tY2t + "lil'1 +"11 

(10) y' --21- "2,'lh + "2t 

(U) • - +'p '31- 13)1U x313 + "31 

(12) 
.. 

Y2t=Y2t ifY11 ~kt 

(12,) • 
='3t otherwise 

where Ylt = InPt 

Y2t = In(q, +s,) 

k, = 11ft 
"1/ :: {1 WIt .... lnxnt} 

"21':: (1 Joxu .... lntnt In!,) 

x3/ = (1 WI, •••. wni Iqf, Inq,) 

"II:: ln~, 
lilt:: Ine, 

"3t:: lnv, 
11 = lie 

13 =0 

and the definitions of the remaining coeffICients are obvious. In the early time periods the model consists 
of a single equation only (ie equation (9) with Y2tredefmed as Inq,). In the last 15 time periods the model 

consists of equations (9) to .(12'), Because there are no time periods in whicll YII~kt (ie there are no 

time periods in which equation (12) applies) the likelihood function is broken into only two parts: 

where II is the probability density function of Ylt 

/ 13 is the joint P!29ability density function of Yll and y;, 
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So is the~toftimepmodsforwbkhthe modelCOt'4ists.ofa.single .equationonly~ 

and 51 is the remaining setof timeperlods,forwJUch 1.11> k~ 

The~nsi'y functions 11 and 113 are derived under It'leassumption .thal e, and v, .are independent 

lognormal random variables. Frol1)a theoretical<~tive, the·lognonnalityassuIllPtion enstJres. that' 

,wool prices ·menon~negative. Froma. practical viewpoint. the logoormalily assunlPtiQn implies that .~ 
"it (/=1 • •••• 3) arenormaDy distrlbQted.Theuit are assumed to have zero means anti finite variances <? 
Together these assumptions imply that 

(14) 

(15) 

where g 1 is the probability density function of "11- and 9 13 is the joint probability density function of 

"11 and u31" The density functions 11 andft3 are derived from the density functions '~1 and g13' 

Specifically: 

(16) fl(Yl,) = Kl<YlI- flY2,-x t ,'Pt) J 1 

am 
(17) ft3(Ylt.y;,) =g13(YJI -YjY21 - ~liPl' y;,- r3YlI+ 3t.3t'~3) -!13 

where J 1 is the Jacobioo of the transformation from "I, to Ylt. and J13 is the Jacobian of the 

transforrnation from (u 1" "3,) to (y It' Y;,). The Jacobian J 1 is unity while the Jacobian J 13 is given 

by: 

Equations (13) to (18) together imply that the likelihood function is given by: 

(19) 

x 



nen~g~v~ of.this likelihood· function \Vasmin~iiteratively.Theiterationsw~contnlJ1ed by.a 

mOili~ program .. knGwn asNLMON~NLMQNis an adaptionof..a .programorigina1ly written by Wales. 

(1976). At each :iteration the negative of tbelikelihood fmlcUOtlW3S.minimisedusing thePOWEL and 

FMIN algorithms. 

6 .. RESULTS 

Maximum likelihood (ML)estimates·of dleparameters.are reported in Table 1 below. Fotpurposesof 

comparison, Tabl~ 1 aisocontains a set of estbnates.obtained byapplyil)g Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

to equations (1.) and (8') sep~tely. These are the estimates which are obtained when simultaneity is 

ignored. Importantly, failure to account for simultaneity means that ·these estimates· are biased .and 

inconsistent. 

All tile .ML estimates are correcUy signed although .some are not statistically different from zero ,at the 
"" .A usual levels of significance (/Jl' fJz. andf1:J>. In terms of magnitudes, some·ofthe more interesting resulls 

are: 

(0 The estimated coefficient of the time trend is slightly less than zero which, not surprisingly , 

implies tbat developments in synthetic and M1UmI Jibi-.. markets lead to a gradualteauction in the 

demand for wooL 

(ll) The own-price elasticity of demand for Australian wool is estimated to bee=-1l1.030=-0.97. 

Inte~tingly, this estimate is well outside the interval [-0.6, -0.8) reported by Dewbre.et aI (1984). 

and just outside the interval [-1.0. -2.0] reported by Beare and .Mesbios (1990). 

(ill) nle demand for wool appears to be quite sensitive to cbanges in levels of economic activity. 

Specif1C3l1y t the elasticity wbich measures the change in the demand for wool in response to a 

change in US GNP is estimated to be 1.55 (inverting the estimated .inve~ demand ·function means 

that the coefficient estimate of 1.598 should be divided by 1.030 to yield an elasticity estimate of 

1.55). 

(iv) The demand response to acbange in the exchange late appears to be inelru-'ic. The elasticity wbich 

measures the change in the demand for wool in response to a change in the exch~ge rate is 

estfma~ to be -0.71 (= ..o~733/1.030). 

· . 



Tl!ble 1:. Coefficient Estimates· 

Equation Coefficient Variable 

(7) ~ Constant 

Pl Time trend 

~ US GNP 

f1J Exchange Rate 

lie Wool Prodn + AWC Sales 

(8') • a
O 

Constant 

AWC Opening Slocts 

ML 

Estimated 
Estimate Standard Error 

1.863 23.6593 

-0,071 0.1133 

1.598 3.6186 

-0.733 0.5868 

-1.030 0.4032 

-.447 0.1703 

0.092 Q.Q346 ~ ~ 
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OLS 

Estimateli 
Estimate Standard Error 

11.671 10,3~2 

0.016 0.0502 

0.535 1.6122 

-1.408 0.3983 

-1.666 0.3795 

-0.293 0.0109 

·~M~.02 •. ~ "0 .• 0037. ,~"'" ., .. ~~<,.;.~"~"', al __ < "" __ "., __ c 

'-.~""'_~"'~ 'J<~,"",,""""'*-'I01.,~ , ~:"",."':xr" ... ~~."," _ ........,.1III .... ~~/IIt .. ~,' 

8 Wool/Floor Price Ratio 0.033 0.0196 -0.006 0.010S 

• ML estimation yielded R2 values of 0.73 and 0.7S Cor equations (7) and (8') respectively. Each R2 value was 
calculated as one minus the ratio of the sample variance of the dependent variable to the sample variance of 
the residuals. Note that because the residuals do not necessarily sum to zero the range of R2 is [..00, 1]. 
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(v) Both slOpe coefficients in the stockl'-J}ding function are positive, which means.that decreases in. the 

price C)f wool and decreases in J _WCstoc~oldings of wool both lead toanincrea,se in AWe 

pun:hases. 

Failure to account for sUn\lltaneity appears .to have three in,portant consequellces for the coefficient 

estimates. First, the estimated .own-price elasticityofdemartd Jalls from ..0.97 to .o.6~ which .is at th~ 

lower end .of ther;mge reported. by Pewbre el al. (1984). Second,tlle estimatedcoeffi~ien~ on tb.e tinte 

trend in the inverse demand schedule <PI ) and .the estimated coefficjent on the wool/tloor price r&.tio in the . 
,. 

stockholding function (8) become incorrectly signed. Finally. the estimated slope c~fficientsin the 

stockholding fWlCtion become insignificantly different from zero at the usual1evels of signific;mce. 

7. CON€LUSION 

It is evident from the agricultural economics literature that the choice of econometric model may have a 

large bearing on the estimated magnitude of the own-price elasticity of wool demand. Thisipaperhas used 

a simultaneous equations model with endogenous switching to obtain an estimate of approximately -1.0. 

This value contrasts with an estimate of approximately -0.6 which is obtained using an identical model in 

which simultaneity is ignored. Other models .have yielded estimates as high as -2.0. 

The sensitivity of own-price elasticity estimates to Ihe choice of econometric model is of more than just 

passing interest. The results of policy simulations are often detennined by the assumed values of this and 

other parameters. Beare et al (1991). for example. have found that an increase in the value of the own

price elasticity of demand from ·1.0 to .. 1.2 would lead to an increase in wool stockpile sales revenues and 

a reduction in the optimal stockpile disposal horizon under strategies designed to maximise eith~ nel 

stockpile sales revenues or industry wealth. It is comforting to note that Beare et al ass~edoptimal 

stockpile disposal strategies using a baseline demand elasticity of -1.0. which coincides withtheestunate 

obtained in this study, and is somewhere near the middle of the range of estimates reportedeIsewllere in 

the literature. 

.' 
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